poetry and movement towards new transdisciplinary approaches to composition and performance. The practical investigations engage with past and present collaborations between poets and dancers as well as Daniel Stern's theory of vitality dynamics (2010) . Where most poet/dancer collaborations involve each collaborator primarily operating from their 'home discipline'with dancers moving and writers writing or speakingthis enquiry involves both as mover-writers, exploring the creative potential of moving, physically writing and mark-making as well as poetry composition, speaking and reading.
To date, this research has sought to address: (1) How can collaboration between dancers and poets investigate both the embodied aspects of language and the power of the body to make meaning? (2) In performance, how might the written word and the act of writing become animated in a movement context? How might movement performances enable poetry spoken aloud to signify poetically, rather than dramatically, and to be integrated with movement? (3) 
